Front End Developer
Atma Connect is an award winning technology nonprofit headquartered in California. Our mobile app,
AtmaGo, delivers real-time, crowd-sourced solutions to over a half a million low income people in
Indonesia. Since our 2015 launch in Indonesia, we have built a community of users who share breaking
news on fires, floods and emergencies; report problems in their neighborhood; post on jobs and organize
community resilience events. In the coming year we will expand our work to Puerto Rico, and our vision
is to build the power of people helping people in vulnerable communities around the world.
Atma Connect is seeking a self-directed, experienced, and collaborative, Front End Developer. The Front
End Developer will be responsible for building our web applications. You should be able to translate the
product requirements into functional and appealing interactive applications. We expect you to be a
tech-savvy professional, who is curious about new digital technologies and aspires to combine usability
with visual design. Ultimately, you should be able to create a functional and attractive digital environment
for our users, ensuring great user experience.
Responsibilities
As a front end developer you will be responsible for:
● Developing a fully responsive web application with a focus on the client side
● Writing client side code for web application, create fast, easy-to-use, production application as
well as develop prototype quickly.
● Transforming UX designs and implement new UI’s as necessary
● Optimizing web applications to maximize speed and scale which supports diverse client from
small footprint mobile devices to high powered desktop
● Collaborating with the product team (UX, Backend, Android, PM) to realize AtmaGo’s vision
● Ingesting APIs for location tracking, authentication, and more.
You..
● You know how to build a web application optimized for feature phones, slow bandwidth, slow
connection, and proxy browsers (i.e. UC Browsers, Opera Mini, UC Lite, and the like).
● Have expertise in PHP
● Have knowledge in Python and/or ReactJS is preferable.
● Have experience and knowledge to deploy and distribute the web app using Docker is desired.
● Have experience working with Restful API.
● Have experience with HTML5 + CSS3, and HTML + CSS in general.
● Have experience using Git repository.
● Are comfortable working with tools such as AWS ECS, S3, Cloudfront, Mapbox, Google API,
and others.
Helpful
● Familiarity with nonprofits and, specifically, with technology and international organizations is a
bonus. An interest in community resilience and empowerment is helpful, but not required—as
long as you are intellectually curious enough to learn about our niche over time.

* We strongly encourage applications from women and people of color. *

Compensation: Compensation depends on experience and will be competitive and commensurate with
other positions in the field. We are committed to the personal and professional growth of all staff.
How to Apply:
● Applications are due August 8, 2018. The position is open until filled. We are looking to hire
someone as soon as possible, so we encourage you to apply early.
● Email a cover letter, indicating why you are interested in this specific position and what skills,
qualities and relationships you will bring to the organization, a resume, and salary requirements
to jobs@atmaconnect.org. Include the subject line “Application for Front End Developer
position.”
● No phone or email inquiries.
About Being on the Team:
● We are a startup, entrepreneurial organization that is constantly refining our work. All staffers are
expected to help build organizational capacity, including strategizing around program
development, developing documentation, supporting communications and fundraising, and taking
professional development opportunities.
● Ability and willingness to learn the technological tools for remote working is also expected.
● We strive for a highly participatory, mutually supportive workplace that creates excellent work
and allows us to have fun doing it. We are committed to the personal and professional growth of
all staff.
● Atma Connect is an equal opportunity employer and committed to a diverse and inclusive
workforce. We strongly encourage and seek applications from women and people of color. We do
not discriminate in hiring or employment on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin,
gender, marital status, sexual orientation, age, disability, or veteran status.
About Atma Connect
Atma Connect is an award-winning 501(c)(3) international nonprofit headquartered in California. Our
vision is based on a simple principle: no one understands the challenges of poor and marginalized
communities better than the people who live in them. Atma’s mission is to use technology to empower
low-income people around the world so they can report problems, share solutions, and improve their
communities from the ground up. We have launched a mobile app in Indonesia called AtmaGo:
Neighbors helping neighbors (www.atmago.com). The Jakarta Disaster Management Agency has called
AtmaGo an "important platform" that helps the agency "reach poorer neighborhoods." Our work has won
support from worldwide funders through various international awards, including the Global Resilience
Partnership (Rockefeller) and the Amplify/IDEO.org Challenge (DFID, Zurich Insurance).

* We strongly encourage applications from women and people of color. *

